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Response time and language cortex in a one-back memory task for words depend on trial history further back
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INTRODUCTION
Cognition is perhaps best understood as a self-organizing 
dynamic system with long-term contextual dependencies. 
In this experiment we investigate the contextual effects on 
a simple one-back word memory task. We hypothesized 
that new words would be more demanding that repeat 
words, but we also hypothesized that there would be an 
effect of trial history. We therefore looked for lingering 
effects of the previous two stimuli at trial T. This resulted in 
a 2x2x2 ANOVA model with effects of New/Repeat words 
at trials T, T-1 and T-2.

STIMULI AND PROCEDURE 
Stimuli consisted of 250 concrete nouns. The experiment 
was a one-back word comprehension task with 400 trials 
consisting of concrete nouns (200 read, 200 heard). 
Participants responded as fast as possible (using right 
index/middle finger) to whether the current word was the 
same as the previous, regardless of perceptual modality. 
250/150 trials were new/repeat words. Stimulus onset 
asynchrony was 2500-5000 ms, order of words and 
modality of presentation was randomized (figure 1).

PARTICIPANTS
59 healthy, young, Danish speaking volunteers took part in 
the experiment (1 excluded for technical reasons).
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Figure 1: Experimental paradigm.
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Figure 2: Behavioral results. LEFT: We found a response time 
effect of new word on current trial (T): 94 ms; an effect of 
the previous trial being a new word (T-1): 70 ms; and an 
effect of the trial before the previous (T-2) being a new 
word: 11 ms. We also found significant interactions, 
indicating response shift effects both for T*T-1: 21 ms and for 
T-1*T-1. RIGHT: Illustration of the individual patterns 
indicating main effects and interactions.
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Figure 3: We found a main effect of New>Repeat words at trial T in both 
left inf. front. gyrus (BA44 – figure 3a) and left sup. temp. sulcus (figure 3c. 
We also found a main effect of New>Repeat at trial T-1 at the border 
between the left inf. front. gyrus (BA47) and insula (figure 3b) as well as in 
the sup. temp. gyrus (figure 2d). In the posterior region we also found a 
main effect of Repeat>New at trial T-2 (figure 3d). We also found a 
number of interactions.

fMRI RESULTS
We found a main effect of New>Repeat words at trial T in both left inf. 
front. gyrus (BA44 – figure 3a) and left sup. temp. sulcus (figure 3c. We 
also found a main effect of New>Repeat at trial T-1 at the border 
between the left inf. front. gyrus (BA47) and insula (figure 3b) as well as 
in the sup. temp. gyrus (figure 2d). In the posterior region we also found 
a main effect of Repeat>New at trial T-2 (figure 3d). We also found a 
number of interactions.

DISCUSSION
These results constitute strong behavioral evidence for trial history 
playing an important role even in the processing of this simple short-
term word memory task. A "new" response costs approximately 90 ms 
compared to a "same" response. But it also costs 70 ms on the next 
trial, regardless of whether this trial is a new or same trial, and there is 
even an additional cost two trials later (approx. 10 ms). Broca's region 
(BA 44/45) and primary auditory regions seem to be less susceptible to 
trial history whereas insula/BA47 and posterior temporal regions 
display a greater trial history sensitivity. This may be an important key 
to understanding the functional differences between these brain 
regions.

fMRI ACQUISITION AND ANALYSIS
A 3T Siemens Trio system (12 channel head coil) was used 
to acquire both BOLD-EPI and structural images. 610 EPI 
volumes were acquired (40 slices, 3x3x3 mm voxels, TR 
1990 ms). Data were preprocessed and analyzed using 
SPM8. RFX group analysis was thresholded at P<0.05, 
FWE-corrected (except T-2, which was FDR-corrected).

BEHAVIORAL RESULTS
A repeated-measures ANOVA revealed a main response 
time effect of New/Repeat words at trial T (F(1,57)=888.88, 
P<0.0001), a main effect of New/Repeat at trial T-1 
(F(1,57)=240.85, P<0.0001) and a main effect of New/
Repeat at trial T-2 (F(1,57)=14.97, P<0.0001). We also 
found an interaction between trial T and T-1 
(F(1,57)=27.37, P<0.0001) and an interaction between T-1 
and T-2 (F/1,57)=82.02, P<0.00001). See figure 2.
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